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 Ada Lovelace Cracks the Code
by Rebel Girls

ISBN: 9781733176187
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Rebel Girls Chapter Books
Publisher: Timbuktu Labs
Pub. Date: 2019-11-12
Pages: 128
Price: $14.99

From the world of Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls comes the fictionalized biography about the exciting life and adventures of Ada Lovelace.In&#194;
Ada&#194; Lovelace Cracks the Code, Ada uses her incredible imagination to dream up technology that could have jump-started the digital age nearly two
hundred years ago. In fact, she writes what will become the world's first programming language. As a child, Ada is curious about everything. She is obsessed
with machines and creatures that fly, even going so far as to write her own book about them called "Flyology." Along with her cat, Mistress Puff, Ada gets
into all sorts of trouble. According to her mother, Ada is a bit too wild and her imagination could benefit from some discipline, so she puts Ada into a
rigorous syllabus of mathematics, languages, and geography. When Ada comes out in London's high society, she is invited to the most popular soir&#195;e
in town, hosted by the renowned inventor Charles Babbage. It is there that she encounters a mysterious machine which unlocks a future full of possibilities.
But she can't escape marriage forever, and soon finds herself a wife with three children. She aches to study math again, to stand on the same ground as the
eccentric inventor she met so many years ago.&#194; She hires tutors to teach her absolutely everything about math and numbers, before joining Babbage in
his mechanical world. This is the story of a pioneer in the computer sciences, which is now a multibillion-dollar industry, but it's also proof that women have
the intellectual capacity to make invaluable contributions to the Science Technology Engineering & Math world. Also included is further information on
Ada's legacy today and activities based on simple coding and mathematical concepts.

 Chapter Two is Missing
by Josh Lieb

ISBN: 9781984835482
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Razorbill
Pub. Date: 2019-10-29
Pages: 48
Price: $23.99

"Very few books are this entertaining to read. Even fewer are literally an active crime scene. Please help find Chapter 2. Without it, this book is nothing."
-John Oliver, host of HBO's Last Week Tonight 

Chapter Two is Missing is a hilarious picture book mystery starring a hopelessly lost narrator, an unqualified detective, and a very sneaky janitor, who are all
surprised to discover that second chapter of the very book of which they are a part is--gasp--missing!

Do not be alarmed, but the second chapter of this book appears to be missing! It was here a minute ago, but now it seems to have simply walked off. Not
only that, but some of the punctuation has gone topsy-turvy, a bunch of letter Ms are hiding in Chapter 5, and Chapter 45 appears to be from another book
entirely! The narrator is going to need some assistance getting things in order, especially with the unhelpful detective who keeps butting in and that shifty
janitor lurking about. Luckily he has you--the reader--to help! From Emmy winning comedy writer and producer Josh Lieb, Chapter Two is Missing is a
hilarious whodunit, an irreverent look at storytelling, and perfect for fans of Snappsy the Alligator (Did Not Ask to Be in This Book) and The Book With No
Pictures.
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 The Cool Bean

by Jory John

ISBN: 9780062954527
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2019-12-03
Pages: 40
Price: $23.99

The "too-cool-for-school" third picture book from the #1 New York Times bestselling creators of The Bad Seed and The Good Egg, Jory John and Pete
Oswald
Everyone knows the cool beans. They're sooooo cool.
And then there's the uncool has-bean . . .
Always on the sidelines, one bean unsuccessfully tries everything he can to fit in with the crowd--until one day the cool beans show him how it's done.
With equal measures of humor, wit, and charm, the #1 New York Times bestselling duo Jory John and Pete Oswald craft another incredible picture book,
reminding us that it's cooler to be kind.
Check out John and Oswald's other books for children:
The Bad Seed
The Good Egg
That's What Dinosaurs Do

 The Dragon Thief
by Zetta Elliott

ISBN: 9781524770495
Binding: Hardback 
Series: DRAGONS IN A BAG
Publisher: Random House Children's Books
Pub. Date: 2019-10-22
Pages: 176
Price: $22.99

Stealing a baby dragon was easy! Hiding it is a little more complicated, in this sequel to reviewer favorite Dragons in a Bag.

Jaxon had just one job--to return three baby dragons to the realm of magic. But when he got there, only two dragons were left in the bag. His best friend's
sister, Kavita, is a dragon thief!

Kavita only wanted what was best for the baby dragon. But now every time she feeds it, the dragon grows and grows! How can she possibly keep it secret?
Even worse, stealing it has upset the balance between the worlds. The gates to the other realm have shut tight! Jaxon needs all the help he can get to find
Kavita, outsmart a trickster named Blue, and return the baby dragon to its true home.

PRAISE FOR DRAGONS IN A BAG:
"Good, solid fantasy fun." --Kirkus Reviews, starred review

"A promising start to a new series." --School Library Journal, starred review

 Every Tree Has A Story
by Cecile Benoist

ISBN: 9781941367995
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Downtown Bookworks
Pub. Date: 2019-11-05
Pages: 48
Price: $25.99

This visually stunning book is an exploration of unique trees--from the tallest Sequoia in California, to a very special forest in India, to a lone
Acacia&#194;in the Sahara desert--offering a window into different culture around the world.Spectacular art enhances twenty fascinating stories about
unique species, traditions, and the people who both nurture and destroy&#194;different trees from every corner of the world. This beautiful book improbably
tells the story of women's equality in India; endangered species in the Seychelle Islands; and the green belt movement in Kenya--among other true tales of
the tallest, broadest, most interesting, significant trees on every continent.  This is the perfect book of bedtime stories for nature lovers.
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 I'm Not Millie!

by Mark Pett

ISBN: 9781101937938
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Children's Books
Pub. Date: 2019-11-26
Pages: 40
Price: $23.99

A hilarious and relatable read-aloud about a case of mistaken identity at bedtime.

Where's Millie?! Every time a new nighttime task pops up, there's an animal in her place! 

It's time for Millie to eat her green beans. But Millie's not here--that's a hippo in her seat! Fine, if Millie won't eat her vegetables, it's time for a bath. No . . .
Millie . . . here . . . just . . . a . . . tortoise . . . 

This fun, spare read-aloud is perfect for any kid who has ever tried to get out of something, and for any parent who has tried to get them back in.

 Karen's Witch (Baby-sitters Little Sister Graphic Novel #1)
A Graphix Book
by Ann M. Martin

ISBN: 9781338315196
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Baby-sitters Little Sister Graphic Novels
Publisher: Scholastic Inc.
Pub. Date: 2019-12-26
Pages: 144
Price: $13.99

A fresh and fun graphic novel series spin-off of The Baby-sitters Club, featuring Kristy's little stepsister!
Karen Brewer lives next door to Mrs. Porter, who wears long robes and has wild gray hair. Mrs. Porter has a black cat named Midnight and always seems to
be working in her garden. Karen isn't supposed to spy on her neighbor, but she's determined to prove that Mrs. Porter is a witch named Morbidda
Destiny!Mrs. Porter is getting ready to have a special meeting at her house, and Karen is sure the meeting is for witches. Are they going to cast a spell on
Karen? Or will she be brave enough to send them away -- once and for all?

 Kiki & Jax
The Life-Changing Magic of Friendship
by Marie Kondo

ISBN: 9780525646266
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Children's Books
Pub. Date: 2019-11-05
Pages: 40
Price: $23.99

International tidying superstar and New York Times bestselling author Marie Kondo brings her unique method to young readers in this charming story about
how tidying up creates space for joy in all parts of your life, co-written and illustrated by beloved children's book veteran Salina Yoon.
 
The KonMari Method inspires a charming friendship story that is sure to spark joy!
 Kiki and Jax are best friends, but they couldn't be more different. The one thing they always agree on is how much fun they have together. But when things
start to get in the way, can they make space for what has always sparked joy--each other?
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 The Midwinter Witch

by Molly Knox Ostertag

ISBN: 9781338540550
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Scholastic Inc
Pub. Date: 2019-11-05
Pages: 208
Price: $16.99

Aster can't wait for the Midwinter Festival, where all the magical families gather for a competition and a happy reunion. This year, he wants to compete as a
witch instead of a shapeshifter -- but he's not sure he can find the courage. 

Without a family to call her own, Ariel is tagging along to the festival with the Vanissens. She thinks the whole thing is silly...until she decides to enter the
tournament herself. Now the beloved tradition is fraught with conflict, and no one knows who to trust -- least of all the mysterious witch who shows up out
of nowhere saying she's Ariel's aunt. 

The acclaimed world created in The Witch Boy and The Hidden Witch comes to a thrilling conclusion in this powerful graphic novel by rising star Molly
Knox Ostertag.

 Notorious
by Gordon Korman

ISBN: 9781443175920
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scholastic Canada Ltd
Pub. Date: 2019-12-26
Pages: 304
Price: $21.99

A new standalone middle-grade novel from Gordon Korman, set (partly) in Canada! 
Keenan is bored. He is recovering from tuberculosis, acquired while overseas with his mom. Now he's stuck sitting in a lawn chair at his dad's place on
Centerlight, Michigan, an island of about 7000 residents in the St. Clair River which is divided in two by the Canada-US border.
When Keenan meets a girl his age, ZeeBee, who lives on the Canadian side of the border, his life becomes anything but boring. ZeeBee is full of conspiracy
theories. Paramount among her theories is that notorious gangster Tommy-Gun Ferguson (original owner of the house she now lives in) buried millions in
treasure on the island during the Prohibition era. She' also convinced her recently deceased dog Barney was murdered -- apparently he was a notorious terror
and not a favourite among the locals.
Keenan isn't convinced by either of these theories, but soon some clues turn up that even he can't ignore. Will the pair of them find the treasure and solve the
mystery of what happened to Barney . . . or will the dog-murdering criminals find them first?
Told in Gordon's now classic multi-voice style, his new novel combines mystery, comedy, and a story of new friendships.

 Overview, Young Explorer's Edition
A New Way of Seeing Earth
by Benjamin Grant

ISBN: 9781984832023
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Children's Books
Pub. Date: 2019-10-29
Pages: 160
Price: $33.99

Discover Earth as you've never seen it before, in this stunning and unique collection of satellite images that offer an unexpected look at our planet. A perfect
gift for young National Geographic fans and atlas enthusiasts!

When astronauts look down at our planet and see its vibrant surface shining against the blackness of space, they experience the Overview Effect--a sense of
awe, an awareness that everything is interconnected, and an overwhelming desire to take care of our one and only home.

Overview: Young Explorer's Edition, newly adapted for young readers from the adult book Overview, captures this sense of wonder and shares it with
readers without having to leave the ground. Extraordinary aerial photographs reveal Earth's natural beauty and show the surprising, fascinating, and
destructive ways humans have impacted our environment. This eye-opening visual journey will forever change the way we see our home planet.
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 Sisterland

by Salla Simukka

ISBN: 9781524718787
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Children's Books
Pub. Date: 2019-12-03
Pages: 208
Price: $22.99

Fall under the spell of this contemporary fairy tale that's perfect for fans of Emily Winfield Martin's Snow & Rose and the Chronicles of Narnia series. 

Alice thought it was unusual to see a dragonfly in the middle of winter. But she followed it until she fell down-down-down, and woke up in a world unlike
any other.

Welcome to Sisterland, a fantastical world where it is always summer. The most enchanting magic of all, though, is Alice's new friend Marissa. But as the
girls explore the strange land, they learn Sisterland's endless summer comes at a price. Back on Earth, their homes are freezing over. To save their families,
Alice and Marissa must outwit the powerful Queen Lili. But the deeper they go into Sisterland, the less Alice and Marissa remember about their homes, their
lives before, and what they are fighting for.

This is a wondrous tale about heroism, loyalty, and friendship from one of the most celebrated Finnish children's authors, Salla Simukka.

 Sofia Valdez, Future Prez
by Andrea Beaty

ISBN: 9781419737046
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Questioneers
Publisher: Abrams Books for Young Readers
Pub. Date: 2019-11-05
Pages: 40
Price: $22.99

The newest picture book from the creators of Iggy Peck, Architect; Rosie Revere, Engineer; and Ada Twist, Scientist stars Sofia Valdez, a community leader
who stands up for what she believes in! &#194; Every morning, Abuelo walks Sofia to school . . . until one day, when Abuelo hurts his ankle at a local
landfill and he can no longer do so. Sofia misses her Abuelo and wonders what she can do about the dangerous Mount Trashmore. Then she gets an idea--the
town can turn the slimy mess into a park! She brainstorms and plans and finally works up the courage to go to City Hall--only to be told by a clerk that she
can't build a park because she's just a kid! Sofia is down but not out, and she sets out to prove what one kid can do.Collect them all! Add these other STEM
favorites from #1 New York Times bestselling team Andrea Beaty and David Roberts to your family library today! &#194;Rosie Revere, EngineerIggy
Peck, Architect Ada Twist, ScientistRosie Revere and the Raucous RivetersAda Twist and the Perilous PantsAda Twist's Big Project Book for Stellar
ScientistsIggy Peck's Big Project Book for Amazing ArchitectsRosie Revere's Big Project Book for Bold EngineersQuestioneers Family Calendar

 The Starspun Web
by Sinead O'hart

ISBN: 9781101935071
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Children's Books
Pub. Date: 2019-11-12
Pages: 368
Price: $22.99

For fans of Ophelia and the Marvelous Boy comes a thrilling adventure about a brave girl who finds a portal to parallel worlds, and must protect her secret
from the evil forces trying to capture it.

All her life, Tess has lived at Miss Ackerbee's orphanage with her friends and her pet tarantula, Violet. But one day, a mysterious man named Mr. Cleat
shows up and whisks Tess away to live with him. Before Tess leaves, Miss Ackerbee gives her a strange lens, and makes an even stranger admission: that
Tess can travel to parallel worlds, and has been able to do so since she was found as a baby. Now, with her newfound abilities and the mysterious lens in
tow, Tess must navigate life with Mr. Cleat and his nefarious housekeeper, who seem to be up to more than they let on. As Tess learns about the lens and its
role in transporting her to other worlds, she discovers that behind Mr. Cleat's oily smiles is a darker intention: one that could bring the world to its feet. Can
Tess keep her secret from Mr. Cleat, and figure out what he's up to? And what if the lens falls into the wrong hands? With the help of Violet and her friends
from the orphanage, Tess can finally discover the truth about Mr. Cleat and, more importantly, herself.
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 Lonely Planet Wild In The City 1st Ed.

A Guide to Urban Animals Around the Globe
by LONELY PLANET

ISBN: 9781788684910
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Lonely Planet Kids
Publisher: Lonely Planet
Pub. Date: 2019-11-19
Pages: 112
Price: $26.99

Discover the secret lives of more than 30 extraordinary creatures that share our cities. From red foxes sneaking rides on London buses to leopards prowling
the backstreets of Mumbai, this book explores the clever ways animals have adapted to the urban environment and explains how you can help protect your
wild neighbors.
Crammed with buildings, traffic, and people, urban spaces are the last place you'd expect to see wildlife. But all kinds of animals live alongside us in the
hidden corners of our towns and cities--from ants living under pavement cracks to monkeys and spotted hyenas living among locals.
Travel from city to city across six different continents to meet some of these amazing animals. There are tips on where and when you might see them, what
signs to look for, and how you can help make our cities more nature-friendly places. You'll also see the conservation status of each animal, from the species
of least concern to those that are endangered.
About Lonely Planet Kids: Lonely Planet Kids--an imprint of the world's leading travel authority Lonely Planet--published its first book in 2011. Over the
past 45 years, Lonely Planet has grown a dedicated global community of travelers, many of whom are now sharing a passion for exploration with their
children. Lonely Planet Kids educates and encourages young readers at home and in school to learn about theworld with engaging books on culture,
sociology, geography, nature, history, space and more. We want to inspire the next generation of global citizens and help kids and their parents to approach
life in a way that makes every day an adventure. Come explore!
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